About Us

VolkerHighways is an integrated highways service provider operating across London and the South of England. Our goal is to deliver the best highways solutions within our industry through efficiency, responsibility and client commitment.

Originally formed from long term, specialist highways companies, VolkerHighways has developed to become a truly integrated organisation that offers a wealth of experience.

VolkerHighways is part of the group structure, VolkerWessels UK, which brings together six separate business units to collaborate across multi-disciplinary projects whilst also providing commercial and back office support. Furthermore, we are one of 125 operating companies which form the international Dutch-based parent operation, VolkerWessels.

Working with a variety of both local authority and private sector clients, VolkerHighways utilises the expertise of our people to maintain and improve British highways.

Clients and customers benefit from a well trained, motivated and fulfilled workforce that focuses on quality, delivered to time and within budget.

Services

VolkerHighways delivers its work through four specialist divisions. These are:

**Street Lighting & Electrical**

VolkerHighways manage street lighting for local authority clients, which includes routine maintenance and repair, new installations, energy saving schemes, car park lighting, speed camera installations and high mast lighting. The division also installs electrical remote monitoring, network consumption auditing and LED conversions.

**Highways Term Maintenance**

Working for local authority clients VolkerHighways carries out routine highway and footway repairs and maintenance, emergency response, winter maintenance, drainage and ducting, highway reconstruction, kerbing and slab replacement and the installation of street furniture and signage.

**Civil Engineering Projects**

The projects division carries out high quality civil engineering and hard and soft landscaping projects for local authority and private clients. The work includes hotel and office external works, Section 278 works, parks, playgrounds and city squares. The team has specialist skills in the construction of high quality granite and limestone paving and working urban environments with heavy traffic and pedestrian footfall.

**Surfacing and Traffic Management**

This division carries out bituminous surfacing both machine and hand laid, road marking and anti-skid and coloured surfacing. In-house traffic management expertise is also available to provide and manage all types of traffic management design and provision.